ACRONYM 11 - Round 2
1. This athlete gave a historic congressional testimony against actor Paul Robeson during a
season in which he earned his only batting title and MVP award. This player was the first
ever MLB Rookie of the Year winner and was first signed by Branch (*) Rickey, who
scouted him from the Kansas City Monarchs. Major League Baseball commemorates this man
every April 15, in which all players wear his jersey number. The Brooklyn Dodgers employed,
for 10 points, what player whose number 42 is retired league-wide and who broke baseball's
color barrier?
ANSWER: Jackie Robinson (or Jack Roosevelt Robinson) <Nelson>
2. The star of this film parasailed into a promotional event for it at the 2017 Cannes Film
Festival. Several of this film’s characters seek to aid Alex, a teenager who nearly fails to
contact his crush Addie McCallister. This film's protagonist, (*) Gene, befriends a princess
named Jailbreak who is voiced by Anna Faris. Those characters in this film try to avoid deletion
and the villainous Smiler by fleeing Textopolis. Patrick Stewart voices a pile of poop in, for 10
points, what reviled and pointless 2017 film about smiley faces?
ANSWER: The Emoji Movie <Nelson>
3. Description acceptable. In the Tekken video game series, Kazuya Mishima uses this type
of action to defeat his father Heihachi. A superhero whose real name is Johnny Blaze
attempts to cure his adoptive father's cancer by taking this action. The subtitle of the
vintage-looking 2017 video game (*) Cuphead says not to take this action. Legendarily, blues
musician Robert Johnson took this action at a crossroads to gain his musical abilities. An
unexpected repayment likely follows, for 10 points, what occultish arrangement depicted in
Faust?
ANSWER: making a deal with the devil (accept selling your soul to the devil or similarly
descriptive answers describing making an arrangement with the devil; prompt on "a deal" or
"selling your soul") <Nelson>
4. One person best-known for having this occupation is described as "history's greatest
monster" after a statue of him is erected. After moving to Evergreen Terrace, a man who
had this occupation has a colorful wig glued to his head and spanks a neighborhood child.
Springfield Elementary performed a song about "mediocre" types of these people. (*)
Arnold Schwarzenegger held this position in The Simpsons Movie. For 10 points, name this
real-life position formerly held by the one-time neighbor of the Simpsons, George H.W. Bush.
ANSWER: presidents of the United States of America (accept POTUS or Commander in
Chief; prompt on politicians) <Golden>
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5. In 2016, musicians from this city released the albums Bucket List Project and Telefone.
Open Mike Eagle grew up in this city's Robert Taylor Homes. Another rapper from this
city described skateboarding in the song "Kick, Push." A baseball cap sporting the number
(*) "3" is worn by a rapper from this city, who recorded the song "Cocoa Butter Kisses." The
mixtape Coloring Book was released by that rapper, who donated $1 million to this city's public
schools. Lupe Fiasco and Chance the Rapper are from, for 10 points, what Midwestern city?
ANSWER: Chicago <Golden>
6. In Amélie, Amélie first encounters Nino on the floor of a metro station, trying to retrieve
these objects. In a 2002 thriller, a creepy technician who sells these things at a
Wal-Mart-esque store was brilliantly played by Robin (*) Williams. These objects are central
to a documentary filmmaking technique called the "Ken Burns effect." Lindsay Lohan played
two twins who own separate halves of one of these objects in The Parent Trap. The unsettling
film Nightcrawler depicts a man who produces, for 10 points, what objects that, in that film,
depicted car crashes?
ANSWER: photographs (or photos; prompt on "pictures" or "film") <Vopava>
7. This ability is exhibited by David Rice, the protagonist of a Steven Gould novel that was
adapted into a 2008 film starring Hayden Christensen. Shade Barrow, the brother of Mare
in Red Queen, has this ability. In several stories, a device on Deadpool's belt allows him to
do this. Cloak of the superhero duo (*) Cloak and Dagger has this ability with the help of a
dark dimension. The smell of sulfur follows this action when taken by a German-born superhero.
The character Blink also has, for 10 points, what superpower possessed by Nightcrawler?
ANSWER: teleportation (or teleporting or other terms; prompt on answers like "transporting"
or "disappearing") <Nelson>
8. The family of AFL founder Lamar Hunt owns and operates this NFL team. Quarterback
Joe Montana ended his career with this team. In 2012, this team finished with the worst
record in the NFL, and used their top draft pick on Eric Fisher. That same season, a player
for this team died (*) in a murder-suicide. Marcus Peters and Eric Berry are defensive stars for
this team, whose offense regularly incorporates running back Kareem Hunt. Andy Reid is the
coach of, for 10 points, what team led by Alex Smith who plays at Arrowhead Stadium?
ANSWER: Kansas City Chiefs (accept either) <Nelson>
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9. A 2010 song by Michael Franti and Spearhead is titled for the "sound of" this thing. On
their song "Clint Eastwood," Gorillaz claim to have this thing "in a bag." The 5th
Dimension's song "Aquarius" is paired with a song about letting this phenomenon in.
Natasha Bedingfield sang about having a (*) "pocketful of" this. Bill Withers claimed there
"ain't no" this "when she's gone." Katrina and the Waves claimed to be "Walking on," for 10
points, what weather phenomenon that, in another song, describes some who makes me "happy
when skies are gray"?
ANSWER: sunshine (accept The Sound of Sunshine or Pocket Full of Sunshine or Ain't No
Sunshine or Walking on Sunshine or You Are My Sunshine) <Nelson>
10. A reality show that aired on this American TV network featured a matriarch named
Flower, whose daughter Daisy was kicked out of a family by Mozart. Matt Moneymaker
hosts show on this network dedicated to Bigfoot, which is somehow in its eighth season.
Another show on this network is hosted by the impossibly-named Jackson (*) Galaxy. This
channel broadcasts an annual mock-competition whose penalties include "napping on the field"
and "paws interference." For 10 points, what cable channel broadcasts the Puppy Bowl?
ANSWER: Animal Planet [The first clue relates to the series Meerkat Manor.] <Vopava>
11. This actress's godfather was counterculture icon Timothy Leary. This actress, who
played an amateur documentarian in Reality Bites, played a teenager who accidentally
poisons a friend with drain cleaner after befriending the loner J.D. In another role, this
actress played a teen who reads the (*) Handbook for the Recently Deceased. This star of
Heathers played a Hawkins, Indiana mother who attempts to reach her son using Christmas
lights. For 10 points, who played Lydia in Beetlejuice and Joyce Byers in Stranger Things?
ANSWER: Winona Ryder (or Winona (Laura) Horowitz) <Vopava>
12. This NBA player's jersey number was chosen after veteran Robert Pack refused to give
his number to a rookie. This man earned an NBA Finals MVP award in 2011, in which his
team won the finals over the LeBron James-led (*) Miami Heat. In a March 2017 game, this
man became the sixth player to reach 30,000 career points, furthering his lead as the
highest-scoring foreign-born player in NBA history. A one-legged fadeaway is a signature shot
of, for 10 points, what German-born forward with the Dallas Mavericks?
ANSWER: Dirk (Werner) Nowitzki <Nelson>
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13. This actor donned yellowface to play the Japanese villager Sakini in The Teahouse of
the August Moon. After being asked "What are you rebelling against?", this actor replies,
"What've you got?" as the leader of a biker gang in the 1953 film The Wild One. In a
Tennessee Williams adaptation, this man played the low-class, (*) poker-playing, brutish
husband of Stella DuBois [doo-BWAH]. The plea that "I coulda been a contender" was uttered
by, for 10 points, what star of On the Waterfront who uttered "the horror...the horror" as Colonel
Kurtz in Apocalypse Now?
ANSWER: Marlon Brando (Jr.) <Vopava>
14. This song's release coincided with an "infinity tunnel" being installed in Los Angeles
whose LEDs simulated brain activity. Samara Weaving plays a destructive girlfriend who
breaks numerous glass objects in this song's music video. This lead single off the album
Voicenotes equates a dress and (*) perfume to karma and regret, respectively, which gets the
singer "thinkin' 'bout when you were mine." For 10 points, name this song by Charlie Puth
[pooth] that claims "you don't want my heart" and "you just want" the title concept.
ANSWER: Attention <Vopava>
15. A level in the second game in this series is set at Nilbog High School, a reference to the
awful film Troll 2. That installment in this series also featured an incredibly difficult
challenge named for Michael Jordan, which was originally created by a man who wears a
(*) bucket on his head. The latest game in this series utilizes a two-by-three control scheme in
lieu of its original one-by-five, color-coded layout. Slash appeared as a boss in the third entry of,
for 10 points, what series of rhythm games often bundled with a Gibson SG controller?
ANSWER: Guitar Hero <Vopava>
16. Matti Nykänen is widely considered the greatest athlete in the history of this sport. The
Sochi Olympics were the first to include women's competitions in this sport. Mirosław Graf
pioneered a common technique used in this sport, though some competitors use an
"H-Style" instead. A British competitor who (*) qualified in this sport at the 1988 Winter
Olympics is the subject of the film Eddie the Eagle. "Small" and "Large" hills differentiate the
competitions in, for 10 points, what winter sport whose competitors typically form a "Flying V"?
ANSWER: ski jumping <Nelson>
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17. An attempt to see a film starring this character results in the destruction of a movie
theater during a screening of a “Dummi Bears” movie. An actor playing this character in
an ice show is terrified when children try to give him a lizard they think is his "baby." A
toy of this character is found in an episode of the TV series (*) All Grown Up. In a 1998 film,
a wagon shaped like this green-skinned creature is commandeered to return Dil Pickles to "the
hopsicle." For 10 points, name this Godzilla-like monster from the Rugrats universe.
ANSWER: Reptar (accept Reptar on Ice or the Reptar Wagon) <Vopava>
18. The music video for this song begins with a film clip depicting Dane Cook as "The
Waffler." This song prominently features in the superhero film Mystery Men, as well as at
the end of Rat Race, though it is more known for (*) playing over the opening credits of a
2001 DreamWorks film. The singer describes a woman making a "loser" sign on her head in this
song from the album Astro Lounge, which claims "Somebody once told me the world is gonna
roll me." Instructions to "get your game on, go play" are given in, for 10 points, what hit by
Smash Mouth?
ANSWER: All Star <Nelson>
19. This show's second season depicted the royal figure Louise de La Tour and was adapted
from the novel Dragonfly in Amber. On this show, a potential divorce is precluded by a car
crash that kills Frank, who very closely resembles his ancestor Black Jack (*) Randall. In
the second season finale of this show, it is revealed that the Battle of Culloden did not kill the
Highland soldier Jamie Fraser, who is played by Sam Heughan. Claire Fraser is a time-traveling
nurse in, for 10 points, what Starz drama partially set in 18th-century Scotland?
ANSWER: Outlander <Vopava>
20. A disturbed boy played by Ezra Miller uses this weapon to murder his father, sister,
and several classmates in the film We Need to Talk About Kevin. An AMP suit fails to
prevent this kind of weapon from killing Colonel Miles Quaritch at the end of the film
Avatar. This weapon is wielded by Fergus's (*) daughter, who turns Queen Elinor into a bear
and fights the evil Mor'du. Marvel, Gloss, and Cato are killed by this kind of weapon wielded by
a girl played by Jennifer Lawrence. For 10 points, name this weapon used in The Avengers by
Hawkeye.
ANSWER: bow and arrow (accept either answer) <Vopava>
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1. The video for a certain 2017 single depicts countless discarded incarnations of this persona,
including one clutching a 2009 Video Music Award. For 10 points each:
[10] Identify this persona; in that single, a voice indicates that this specific figure "can't come to
the phone right now ... because she's dead."
ANSWER: the Old Taylor (Swift) (prompt on "Taylor Swift" or similar)
[10] The "Old Taylor" can't come to the phone in this lead single from Taylor Swift's album
Reputation.
ANSWER: Look What You Made Me Do
[10] Among the pile of Old Taylors in the video is one dressed as a ringleader, an allusion to the
costume she wore on her 2012 tour promoting this album. It spawned the hit "I Knew You Were
Trouble."
ANSWER: Red <Vopava>
2. Of the six nominees for Choice TV Actress: Drama at the 2017 Teen Choice Awards, five of
them were actresses from this series. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this series, whose title characters were pursued by a mysterious figure known only as
"A," who wishes to expose their secrets. It is based on a Sara Shepard book series.
ANSWER: Pretty Little Liars
[10] Pretty Little Liars aired on a network now known by this name; it was known as ABC
Family when the show premiered.
ANSWER: Freeform
[10] The winner at the aforementioned Teen Choice Awards was this actress, who played Aria
Montgomery on Pretty Little Liars. She now stars in the series Life Sentence.
ANSWER: Lucy Hale (or Karen Lucille Hale) <Nelson>
3. In 2017, multiple congressmen in Hawaii argued that these items may warrant legislation. For
10 points each:
[10] Give the common term for these consumable video game objects, which often contain
cosmetic items and can sometimes be purchased for real currency.
ANSWER: loot boxes (accept loot crates or prize crates)
[10] Among the games with a bad loot box system is this EA shooter, which requires a long
grind to unlock characters like Darth Vader. A formal response to the backlash is the most
downvoted post in the history of Reddit.
ANSWER: Star Wars Battlefront II (prompt on "Star Wars" or other partial answers)
[10] Overwatch, whose not-awful loot system contains skins for its heroes, includes a "punk"
skin for this character, who can blink through levels and appears on the game's cover.
ANSWER: Tracer (or Lena Oxton) <Nelson>
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4. In a 1994 film, Preston Waters is given one of these things by an escaped con artist who
almost runs him over in a parking lot. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this kind of financial document, a "blank" one of which is central to that live-action
Disney film.
ANSWER: check (accept Blank Check)
[10] Stickers from toy Pan Am airplanes are used to create convincing Pan Am paychecks by the
conman Frank Abagnale Jr. in Catch Me If You Can, a 2002 biopic starring this actor.
ANSWER: Leonardo (Wilhelm) DiCaprio
[10] The psychic Oda Mae Brown reluctantly donates a four-million-dollar check to needy nuns
after helping a deceased banker played by Patrick Swayze in this 1990 romance film.
ANSWER: Ghost <Vopava>
5. Accumulating 16 of these things in a single NBA season results in an automatic suspension.
For 10 points each:
[10] Name this type of basketball foul which, unlike a personal foul, warrants an ejection after
just two occurrences.
ANSWER: technical foul (prompt on "tech" or "T" or "T up" or similar)
[10] This incredibly mild-mannered power forward, who retired in 2016, once received a
technical and ejection for laughing at terrible referee Joey Crawford, who was suspended for the
remainder of the season as a result.
ANSWER: Tim Duncan (or Timothy Theodore Duncan)
[10] The most infamous technical foul of all time may be the one Chris Webber incurred during
the 1993 NCAA Championship Game. Webber earned it by taking this specific action.
ANSWER: he called a timeout when his team had none left (accept any answer that reasonably
describes both underlined parts) <Nelson>
6. For 10 points each, answer the following about history-based musicals that aren't Hamilton:
[10] 2016 Tony nominee Come From Away tells the true story of a Canadian town overwhelmed
by 38 airline flights that were diverted there in the aftermath of this historical event.
ANSWER: September 11th attacks (accept answers that obviously identify the attacks, like 9-11
or the World Trade Center attacks or the Twin Towers attack)
[10] The musical Evita charts the life of Eva Peron, a First Lady of this South American country.
In the musical's most well-known song, Evita tells this country, "Don't Cry for Me."
ANSWER: Argentina (accept Don't Cry for Me, Argentina)
[10] Henry Ford, J.P. Morgan, and Booker T. Washington appear in this 1998 musical about a
white family's friendship with a victimized black couple. It is named after a musical genre.
ANSWER: Ragtime <Vopava>
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7. The protagonist of this film visits The Funky Cat, the "hippest jazz club in town," to perform
his namesake dance. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this movie in which secret agent Michael Scarn prevents Goldenface, a villain played
by Jim Halpert, from blowing up the NHL All-Star Game.
ANSWER: Threat Level Midnight
[10] Threat Level Midnight is a fictional film made over the course of a decade by Michael Scott
on this NBC sitcom.
ANSWER: The Office
[10] Michael Scott and the other cast members of Threat Level Midnight are employees of this
Scranton, Pennsylvania paper company.
ANSWER: Dunder Mifflin Paper Company, Inc. <Golden>
8. The highly prolific rock drummer Josh Freese has performed with dozens of different bands
on a temporary or permanent basis. For 10 points each:
[10] In 2010, Freese toured with this band fronted by Hayley Williams after the departure of
drummer Josh Farro.
ANSWER: Paramore
[10] Freese is a permanent member of this new wave group, who typically wear terraced "energy
domes" on stage. Their hits include "Freedom of Choice" and "Whip It."
ANSWER: Devo
[10] A re-formed version of this band with Rome Ramirez replacing the deceased frontman
Bradley Nowell also featured Freese on drums. This band's 1996 self-titled album included the
hits "What I Got" and "Wrong Way."
ANSWER: Sublime (accept Sublime with Rome) <Nelson>
9. The annual league leaders in this statistic are given awards named for Rod Carew and Tony
Gwynn. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this baseball statistic used to evaluate hitting ability. Appearances ending in walks do
not count when calculating this stat.
ANSWER: batting average (prompt on "average")
[10] Reaching this batting average is considered a historic achievement, though it hasn't been
done since Ted Williams did it in 1941. The aforementioned Tony Gwynn flirted with this
average in 1994.
ANSWER: .400 ["four hundred"]
[10] Conversely, a player with a very low batting average, often specified as at or around .200
["two hundred"], is said to be near a "line" named for a player with this surname.
ANSWER: Mendoza (accept Mendoza line or Mario Mendoza) <Nelson>
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10. In a 2016 short film written and directed by Chloë Sevigny ["seven"-EE], a young girl slowly
transforms into one of these animals. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this animal. In The Secret Life of Pets, Ozone leads a gang of these animals that try to
get Duke and Max sent to the pound.
ANSWER: cats
[10] In this comedy, Jordan Peele and Keegan-Michael Key play cousins who befriend a
Mexican drug lord's cat. This film, and the cat himself, are ostensibly named for the star of the
John Wick films.
ANSWER: Keanu (do not accept or prompt on "Keanu Reeves")
[10] The engrossing 2016 documentary Kedi charts the territorial disputes, love lives, and
personal tragedies among the stray cat population of this transcontinental city.
ANSWER: Istanbul <Vopava>
11. After a performance of this song at the 2017 VMAs, a related organization reported a 50%
increase in call volume. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this 2017 rap song. Its name is the full phone number of the National Suicide
Prevention Lifeline.
ANSWER: 1-800-273-8255
[10] "1-800-273-8255" is the biggest hit by this rapper, whose legal name interestingly includes
the word "Sir." His other hits include "Black Spiderman."
ANSWER: Logic (or Sir Robert Bryson Hall II)
[10] This pop singer, who guests on "1-800-273-8255," also sang vocals on Zedd's "Stay" and
released the album Know-It-All.
ANSWER: Alessia Cara (or Alessia Caracciolo) <Nelson>
12. For 10 points each, answer the following about characters found in the surprisingly long
Wikipedia article titled "List of fictional rodents in video games":
[10] Among the characters listed is Twitch the Plague Rat, one of the over 100 champions in this
profoundly popular MOBA by Riot Games.
ANSWER: League of Legends
[10] The list also mentions this incredibly vulgar squirrel, who has a "Bad Fur Day" in an N64
release and also appears in Diddy Kong Racing.
ANSWER: Conker
[10] Rick the Hamster is one of the occasionally-seen animal friends of this Nintendo character,
whose other allies include the painter Adeleine in a game subtitled "The Crystal Shards."
ANSWER: Kirby <Nelson>
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13. Donna Meagle and Tom Haverford sing these words in unison after Tom gives Donna a trio
of cupcakes with this phrase on them. For 10 points each:
[10] Give this three-word phrase that heralds Tom and Donna's annual tradition of indulgence
and splurging on Parks and Recreation.
ANSWER: Treat Yo Self
[10] During Treat Yo Self 2011, Donna and Tom take Ben Wyatt to join them in hopes of
cheering him up after his break-up with this protagonist of Parks and Rec.
ANSWER: Leslie (Barbara) Knope (accept either underlined portion)
[10] In first explaining what "Treat Yo Self" means, Donna lists five examples of typical "Treat
Yo Self" indulgences. Name any of the specific items Donna names.
ANSWER: clothes (or clothing), fragrances, massages, Mimosas, or fine leather goods (do
not accept or prompt on any other answers) <Vopava>
14. For 10 points each, answer the following about sports venues that share a common name:
[10] The football stadiums at the Universities of Illinois, Indiana, and UC Berkeley, among
others, all have this name. In the case of Illinois, its name is a reference to World War I.
ANSWER: Memorial Stadium
[10] One venue with this name was the home of the Montreal Expos and was built for another
event in 1976. There are other stadiums with this name in Munich, Mexico City, and elsewhere.
ANSWER: Olympic Stadium
[10] There are two minor league baseball parks named Fifth Third Field. One is home to the
single-A Dayton Dragons, while the other is home to the AAA "Mud Hens" of this other Ohio
city.
ANSWER: Toledo <Nelson>
15. For 10 points each, answer the following about 2017 films that featured actor Timothée
Chalamet ["timothy" SHAL-uh-may]:
[10] Chalamet received widespread praise for his role in this film set in 1980s Italy, in which he
plays the young lover of a man played by Armie Hammer.
ANSWER: Call Me By Your Name
[10] This coming of age film, which stars Saoirse Ronan [SEER-shuh ROH-nen] as a girl with
an avian nickname, also featured Chalamet as a musician named Kyle.
ANSWER: Lady Bird
[10] Chalamet also appeared as a young soldier in Hostiles, a historical film starring this Welsh
actor, who also appeared in The Big Short and American Hustle.
ANSWER: Christian (Charles Philip) Bale <Nelson>
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16. Great titles of books in this series include "Say Cheese and Die!" and "A Shocker on Shock
Street". For 10 points each:
[10] Name this series of horror books for children written by R.L. Stine.
ANSWER: Goosebumps
[10] In the film adaptation of Goosebumps, Jack Black voices Slappy, a villainous one of these
things who comes to life. Slappy first appeared in the book Night of the Living one of these.
ANSWER: (ventriloquist's) dummy
[10] Four books in the original Goosebumps series were named for this specific slimy substance,
which somehow causes people who consume it to grow exponentially in size.
ANSWER: monster blood (prompt on "blood") <Golden>
17. Clemson University has won this conference's championship game each of the last three
seasons. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this collegiate conference based in the eastern U.S. Pittsburgh and Syracuse joined
this conference in 2013.
ANSWER: ACC or (Atlantic Coast Conference)
[10] Clemson won the 2017 ACC Championship over this school, which is currently coached by
Mark Richt. This school's orange and green logo resembles a letter that is also this school's
nickname, "The U."
ANSWER: University of Miami (prompt on "Hurricanes" or "Canes"; do not accept or prompt
on "Miami University")
[10] This school, which is nowhere near the Atlantic coast, joined the ACC in 2014. Its football
team is led by Heisman Trophy-winner Lamar Jackson.
ANSWER: University of Louisville (prompt on "Cardinals") <Nelson>
18. For 10 points each, name these Tom Cruise movies that are okay to watch because they're
from before he went crazy:
[10] Since Cruise was introduced to Scientology in the early 90's, the last movie Cruise made
while normal is probably this 1992 courtroom drama, in which Jack Nicholson delivers the
immortal line "You can't handle the truth."
ANSWER: A Few Good Men
[10] Cruise's first prominent role was as Steve Randle, a greaser friend of Ponyboy Curtis in this
1983 film adaptation of a young adult novel set in Oklahoma.
ANSWER: The Outsiders
[10] Cruise became a megastar by playing Maverick, an ace fighter pilot in this 1986 action film.
ANSWER: Top Gun <Vopava>
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19. For 10 points each, answer the following about Africa’s influence on popular music:
[10] This singer-songwriter's trip to Johannesburg inspired his 1986 album Graceland. This artist
released "The Sound of Silence" in a duo with Art Garfunkel.
ANSWER: Paul Simon (or Paul Frederic Simon)
[10] This British singer was heavily influenced by African culture, and referenced the struggle
against apartheid in his song "Biko." This former frontman of Genesis recorded the song
"Salisbury Hill."
ANSWER: Peter (Brian) Gabriel
[10] African lyrical traditions influenced this love song by Peter Gabriel, which features
Senegalese singer Youssou N'Dour [YOO-soo en-DOOR]. The title location of this song is
where the singer can "see the light and the heat."
ANSWER: In Your Eyes (do not accept or prompt on partial answers) <Golden>
20. This woman went to middle school with comedian Moshe (MOH-shuh) Kasher, who worked
up the nerve to perform by watching her do stand-up. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this actress who plays the sarcastic, self-absorbed administrator Gina Linetti on
Brooklyn Nine-Nine.
ANSWER: Chelsea Peretti (or Chelsea Vanessa Peretti)
[10] Brooklyn Nine-Nine stars this member of the Lonely Island as Jake Peralta. Peretti played a
TMZ-style reporter in this man's 2016 mockumentary Popstar: Never Stop Never Stopping.
ANSWER: Andy Samberg (or Andrew (David) Samberg or David (A.J.) Samberg)
[10] Peretti played Carl Sagan's wife Ann Druyan in an episode of this TV series, in which the
story of Sagan and Druyan was questionably told by comedienne Holly Laurent.
ANSWER: Drunk History <Vopava>

